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ABSTRACT
We describe in this paper a new approach of classifying
the different sleep stages only by focusing on the
polysomnographic ECG signals. We show the preprocessing technique of the ECG signals. At the same
time the identification and elimination of the different
types of artifacts which contain the signal and its
reconstruction are shown. The automatic classification of
the slow-deep sleep and the rapid eye movement sleep
called in this work REM-sleep consists in extracting
physiological indicators that characterize these two sleep
stages through the polysomnographic ECG signal. In
other words, this classification is based on the analysis of
the cardiac rhythm during a night's sleep.
Index Terms— Artifacts, Classification, ECG,
Polysomnographic, Sleep.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sleep is enhances the learning and memorizing of all the
information acquired during a day as well as it affords a
physical rest. Thus it is important to analyze sleep
through polysomnographic recordings of several
physiological parameters that characterize our sleep. The
polysomnographic recordings are composed of four main
signals
that
describe
a
night's
sleep:
electroencephalography (EEG) to monitor cerebral
activity, the electrooculographic (EOG) to detect eyes
movements, electromyography (EMG) for monitoring of
muscular activity and the electrocardiogram (ECG) to
examine cardiac rhythms variability. The Sleep duration
varies according to individuals, 18 hours on average for a
newborn to 8 hours for an adult. Requirements grow
during childhood then remain constant generally from
adolescence. Sleep is composed of a succession of 4
cycles of 90 to 120 minutes each, these cycles are
successive during sleep and correspond to specific
patterns of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG [1]. Sleep
rhythms alternate between slow-wave sleep and REMsleep (which is associated with dreaming). Slow-wave
sleep occurs in the first part of the night, REM-sleep
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happens mainly in the second part of the cycle (usually in
the morning). During slow-wave sleep, we are almost
totally isolated from the outside world; it is difficult to
wake up. The muscles are completely relaxed, the
temperature is low and breathing becomes very slow and
steady. For an ordinary person this stage occupies 20 to
50% of one a night's sleep. It was in this period that sleep
disorders may take place such as sleepwalking. At this
level, the ECG signal is considered as an efficient
indicator to identify this stage of sleep [1]. Specifically,
this stage is characterized by slow cardiac rhythms below
60 beats per minute for infants and less than 50 beats per
minute for adults and less than 40 beats per minute for
athletes. On the contrary, the stage of REM-sleep is
characterized by highly dynamic physiological signals: an
intense cerebral activity, irregular breathing, rapid eye
activity and a rapid and irregular cardiac activity that
exceeds 90 beats per minute. REM-sleep constitutes 20%
to 25% of sleep time [1]. This proportion is higher for
children and adolescents. It can represent up to 50% of
sleep time for children. Therefore polysomnographic
ECG signal is a good indicator to identify two stages of
sleep: REM-sleep and slow-wave sleep.
Several methods of automatic classification of sleep have
been published [8], [9], [10] and [11]. These methods are
based on the use of the electroencephalographic
recordings (EEG) as an essential signal for automatic
classification of sleep. So, if the EEG is contaminated by
artifacts, the time in question will be excluded therefore
none classification can be performed. In this context, the
objective of this paper is to propose a system of
automatic classification of sleep based only on recordings
cardiographic (ECG) and physiological descriptors which
characterize cardiac activity of a human during his sleep.
This system takes into consideration the elimination and
correction of many types of artifacts which can
contaminate an ECG signal. Figure 1 roughly shows the
different phases that we conduct to achieve a
classification of the ECG signal in two stages of sleep.
The pre-processing ECG signal is necessary to eliminate
a noise artifact that contaminates it. The originality of our
work at this stage consists in undertaking the
reconstruction of segments contaminated by artefact and

which occupy about 27% of the total duration of the ECG
signal. In the second phase we will focus on the analysis
of the improved ECG signal and
nd we analyse the heart rate
variability in order to automatically classify the sleep
stages. The estimation
on of cardiac rhythm is based on a
temporal study to detect the characteristic waves in ECG
signal. Finally, our approach was tested on
polysomnographic ECG signal
nal from the database
MEDEISA [7]] (Medical Database for the Evaluation of
Image and Signal Processing
ssing Algorithms).
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we
present a technique for pre-processing polysomnographic
poly
ECG signals. In Section 3, we describe the classification
phase of the ECG signal in slow-wave
wave sleep and REM
sleep. Then
experimental results in Section 4 are
illustrated. The pre-processing
processing algorithm of a
polysomnographic
somnographic ECG signal proposed in this work is
presented in the figure 4. Finally, a conclusion of this
work is given in section 5.

Figure 3. An extract of 4000 samples of a polysomnographic
ECG signal.

The proposed algorithm for polysomnographic ECG
signal processing is given by figure 4. In the following,
we will describe in detail the different steps in our
algorithm.
ECG signal

Band-pass filtering

Polyomnographic ECG signal

Signal decomposition in epoch of 1 minute

Pre-processing

Elimination of long
ong-term artifacts

ECG signal analysis

Elimination of short-term
short
artifacts

Sleep stages classification

Figure 4. The preprocessing algorithm of polysomnographic
ECG signals.

Figure 1. General diagram of an automatic classifier of
polysomnographic ECG signals in sleep stages.

2. PREPROCESSING
The automatic analysis of the Polysomnographic ECG
signals is based on the robust detection of the complex
QRS which allow us to establish several diagnoses. The
ECG consists of a succession of the P wave peaks, T
wave peak, the QRS wave and the U wave peaks [2]
(figure 2 and figure 3).

2.1. Band-pass filtering
Based on physiological data, the ECG signal has a
maximum energy in the band [1.5 - 15] Hz [2]. So, we
start by a filtering the signal in this band. The used filter
is a recursive digital filter with a bandwidth [1.5 - 15] Hz,
whose transfer function is given by:
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Figure 5 shows the result of band-pass
band
filtering applied to
the polysomnographic ECG signal. We have a
remarkable elimination of undulation outside this
frequency band and enlightenment of the QRS complex.

Figure 2. Waves of a cardiac cycle.
In this context, we propose a technique of pretreatment
for
or ECG signal to eliminate the different artifact types
that contaminate this signal. We find two types of
artifacts: the long duration artifacts, also called in this
work the slow undulations, then the short-term
short
artifacts
like saturations and electrodes disconnections.

Figure 5. The polysomnographic ECG signal out of band-pass
filter.

2.2. Elimination of long-term
term artifacts
term Artifacts may persist throughout the night;
The long-term
appear as slow waves and R wave peak inversions. The

elimination of artifacts slow undulations consists on
focusing or shifting of ECG signal around the zero value
by applying the technique
nique presented in [3]. Figure 6
illustrates the result of slow undulation elimination that
contaminates the ECG signal. The resulting signal is
centred around the zero value.

The principle of elimination of saturation signal artifacts
consists to reset to zeros
os of located segments (Figure 8).
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2.3.2. Reconstruction of the ECG signal
The reconstruction principle is
contaminated segment by the
uncontaminated segment (Figure 8).
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Figure 6. The polysomnographic ECG signal after

elimination of slow undulation artifacts.
Until now the signal obtained, presents an
a inversed R
wave peaks. The rectification of these of artifacts type
consists on computing the difference between the
maximum and minimum value of an epoch, in fact, if the
difference is less than zero, this is considered as an
artifact and the epoch is reversed (Figure 7).
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Figure 8. The polysomnographic ECG signal after the
elimination of short-term
term artifacts, (a): artifacts of saturation
(b): Artifacts of electrode disconnection, (c): The removal of
saturation and electrode disconnection artifacts (d): The
reconstruction of ECG signals.
sig
Figure 7. The polysomnographic ECG signal after the
rectification of inversed R wave peaks.
peaks

2.3. Treatment of short-term
term artifacts
This type of artifacts has limited durations, they are
generally artifacts of few seconds and they are in large
proportion in a polysomnographic ECG signal. Among
these artifacts, we distinguish a saturation
saturatio artifacts as
shown in Figure 8.a
.a and artifacts due to electrodes
disconnection as shown in figure 8.b.
.b. Duration of these of
artifacts are short, we chose to examine the signal by
segment of 1.5 seconds. The operation of removal of
short artifact in a segment is followed by a correction
operation which consists on signal reconstruction.
nstruction.
2.3.1. Elimination of short-term artifact
rtifact
The principle of artifacts elimination due of the electrode
disconnection consists to locate the successive samples
which their amplitudes are near to zero. A case of
disconnection of the electrode is presented
prese
in Figure 8.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF SLEEP
SL
STAGES
Our strategy for automatic classification of sleep to deep
sleep and REM sleep consist to estimate the cardiac
rhythm during sleep like a critical indicator for the
distinction
tion between deep sleep and REM.
3.1. Estimation of cardiac rhythm
We estimated the cardiac rhythm from a
polysomnographic ECG signal after pre-processing
pre
stages
by detection of R wave peaks in ECG signal. We detect
the R peaks of QRS complexes by applying an adaptive
thresholding of ECG signal amplitudes.
amplitu
We decompose
the epoch to segments of 0.5 seconds then we determine
the maximum of each segment, afterwards we compare
this maximum with threshold _ that is given as
follows:
_   

!"#$%

(2)

If the maximum of segment is great than _ therefore
we obtain an R peak (Figure 9).

Table 2. Numerical results of detection of sleep stages

Sleep Stages
Slow-wave sleep
REM-sleep

Number of
cycle’s sleep
stages
5
4

Proportion of
sleep stages
(%)
12
18

5. CONCLUSION

Figure 9. The detection of R wave peaks.

3.2. Detection of slow-wave sleep stage
The cardiac rhythm during the stage of slow-wave sleep
stage is less than 60 beats/min for babies , less than 50
beats/min for adults and less than 40 beats/min for
sportsmen[4][5][6].Therefore, every epoch whose cardiac
rhythm is inferior to any of these sills will be classified as
a slow-wave sleep.
3.3. Detection of REM sleep stage
REM sleep is characterized by intense cerebral activity.
Therefore, cardiac activity became irregular and fast [1]
that exceeds 90 beats/min. In fact, all epoch, whose
cardiac rhythm exceeds this sill, will be classified as a
REM sleep stage.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested our approach on polysomnographic ECG
signals from the database MEDEISA [7] (Medical
Database for the Evaluation of Image and Signal
Processing Algorithms). The results of the pre-processing
phase given on Table 1 allow us to confirm the
importance of this step of pre-processing of ECG signal
validates the performance of our technique of filtering
and artefacts elimination and correction.
The automatic classification of polysomnographic ECG
signal in sleep stage is based on the analysis of cardiac
rhythm during a night's sleep. We note for the studied
subject that the slaw-wave sleep is around 12% of a
night's sleep, while REM sleep present 18% accordance
with the results obtained by an expert (Table 2). This
classification process has provided encouraging results
for the study of sleep apnea. We propose to test these
algorithms on polysomnographic data of patients with
respiratory diseases.
Table 1. Numerical results of preprocessing stage

Artifact types
Long-term
Artifacts
Short-term
Artifacts

Proportion of
artifacts
(%)

Reconstruction
proportion
(%)

21,65

98

9,12

80

In this work, we presented an approach to automatic
classification of polysomnographic ECG signal in sleep
stages slaw-wave sleep stage and REM sleep stage. This
approach was based on an important pre-processing stage
of the ECG signal which guarantees an automatic
classification that meets the needs of a clinical diagnosis
of sleep diseases.
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